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Introduction
The Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) Severe Storms Research
Center (SSRC) has been developing an array of VHF lightning sensors to
examine the real time, three dimensional evolution of lightning in the North
Georgia area. Two LMA stations have been deployed in the metro Atlanta
area for several years and have been contributing to the data stream from
the North Alabama Lightning Mapping Array (NALMA) centered around
Huntsville, Alabama. A third, existing station is undergoing site selection and
deployment.

Current Georgia Stations and NALMA

Construction of new LMA stations

.
The GTRI SSRC has maintained two LMA stations, one at GTRI's Cobb County
Research Facility (CCRF) and a second at the National Weather Service Forecast
Office (NWSFO) in Peachtree City for several years. These stations have been
used to supplement the existing stations of the North Alabama Lightning Mapping
Array (NALMA) which is located in the vicinity of Huntsville, Alabama.

With the recently constructed, smaller, improved LMA unit on hand from the trip to NMT, GTRI's SSRC is now busy
constructing an additional four stations. The illustrations below show, from left to right, the completed reference unit, an
additional three main cases after completion of machine shop work, and the disassembled reference unit (used as an
exemplar for construction of the new stations).

Locations in the vicinity of Atlanta are being investigated for a third station, yet to be
deployed.

The array in North Georgia will soon be supplemented by adding five new
LMA stations. The addition of these stations will allow the NGLMA to operate
as an independent array.

Theory of Operation
A set of RF receivers digitize signals received in an unused VHF TV band.
Peak impulses are detected within (typically) successive 80us windows.
Thresholds are set to detect 100 to 1000 triggers per second in the absence
of lightning.

Potential Array Geometry

Arrival times of peak impulses in successive windows are correlated on the
basis of time of arrival (TOA) to form unique solutions for event location.
Reasonable correlations are required from a majority of participating
sensors before a solution is determined to eliminate RF noise.

The North Georgia Lightning Mapping Array
(NGLMA) will consist of up to eight LMA
stations distributed around the metropolitan
Atlanta area.

Typical lightning events may contain several thousand triggers.

Existing LMA stations at the GTRI CCRF and
the NWSFO in Peachtree City are shown in
red.
Discussions are under way to locate three
future units at Emory University, at
Hartsfield-Jackson Airport and in Douglas
County. These locations are shown in yellow.
Three additional units, shown in white, will be
distributed around the metro Atlanta area once
suitable locations are found.

Expansion of the NGLMA
The GTRI SSRC obtained an additional five LMA sensors from New Mexico Tech
(NMT) for use in a planned expansion of the NGLMA. GTRI personnel recently
traveled to NMT to learn more about the construction, maintenance and operation
of a new generation of LMA sensors.
One sensor was constructed during this trip and parts for an additional four
sensors are on hand at the GTRI SSRC.
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Research Opportunities for
the NGLMA
Once sufficient LMA stations are operating,
collaborative and independent research
can be undertaken using the array.
It is expected that the array will prove
useful as an adjunct to NEXRAD in
providing advanced warning of electrically
active areas in severe storms, as well as in
the investigation of storm dynamics, (such
as looking at lightning jump algorithms).
The array will also be used in conjunction
with the NALMA to provide an extended
network to examine severe storm
characteristics in the Southeastern US.
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